
LECTURE II
Sub-barrier fusion processes

(in particular with weakly-bound
nuclei )



Fusion reaction between heavy ions: a process
involving two heavy colliding ions that at the end
form a unique system

OBS: The final system is created in a condition
of large excitation energy and angular
momentum.  So it will normally deexcite by
emitting particles, so leaving a final nucleus with
a distribution of masses close to the compound
(ER: evaporation residues), or by fission



Low energy fusion reactions have
been traditionally described in
terms of a simple model, based
on a local, one-dimensional real
potential barrier resulting from
the attractive nuclear and
repulsive Coulomb interactions.

One simply assumed that all
events, where the system has
reached the region inside the
barrier after the quantum
tunnelling, will irreversibly lead
to fusion



Simple form

Further approximations

WKB

Inverted parabola



Wong formula



How does it work?

Barrier
penetration

58Ni + 58Ni
Above the barrier
(VB ~ 100 MeV):

  rather well

Below the barrier:
good shape (slope)
but
absolute value off
by orders of
magnitude !!!!



Strong isotope dependence
(much beyond a simple A1/3 dependence)



Isotope  Dependence (cont)

48Ca + 90,96 Zr

    48Ca + 96 Zr
    48Ca + 90 Zr



Isotope  Dependence (cont)



Where is the problem?
The problem is that we have treated the two ions
as structureless objects, while we have in fact two
colliding many-body systems.  As a matter of fact
heavy-ion subbarrier fusion is a typical example of 
coupling of internal degrees of freedom with relative 
motion
                              multidimensional barrier
                                penetration



Example: the case of a deformed nucleus.
Classical picture: averaging over the different orientations.
Effect: each orientation give rise to a different barrier
  (ensemble of barriers, or barrier distribution)
Global effect: increase of fusion cross section

154Sm+154Sm
(deformed on deformed,
to magnify the effect)

equator on
equator

tip on tip

spherical



154Sm+154Sm

spherical

deformed distribution of barriers

380

E (MeV)

410350



In general: coupled channel approach

Expansion onto the intrinsic states

          Ψ(ζ,R)= N aN(R) ΦN(ζ)
Possibility of tunnelling not only in the
entrance channe, but also in the excited
channels

Total transmission: sum of transmission
in the different channels

                           T = ΣΝ TN



In the coupled-channel approach one has to
solve a set of coupled equations (one for
each channel) with asymptotic incoming
boundary condition in the initial channel.

In the case in which the coupling terms are
constant (no radial dependence), the
solution of the coupled set of equations
reduces to a matrix diagonalization



Simple case: two channels
(costant coupling)

Effective barrier splitting





Classical

Quantal



Subbarrier fusion enhancement not limited to the
case of positive Q-values

Classical picture

linear

log



Q < 0 Q > 0



Let now release the costant coupling
approximation.

We assume a one-dimensional gaussian barrier
with gaussian coupling potentials



Two-channel model
Enhancement of probabilities for both total fusion and
fusion in entrance channel (complete fusion)

T1

T=T1+T 2



Effect of long-ranged coupling potentials

OBS: What is relevant is the magnitude of the
           formfactor at the barrier, not outside



Coupling potential displaced with respect to the barrier

Total transmission coefficient



Working procedure
Include all relevant coupled channels:
inelastic collective excitations,
transfer (possibly with positive Q-
value), etc
Fusion very sensitive to the details of
the specific nuclei

Obs:  The relevance of a channel in
fusion (transmitted flux) is not
necessarily connected to the
relevance of the same channel in
quasielastic processes (reflected
flux)



Example
48Ca+116Cd



48Ca + 90,96Zr

Coupling to vibrational states
(use of couplings in collective
 form)



Exercise:
Case of coupling to a kinematically closed

inelastic channel (Q<0, E<|Q|).
The energy is not sufficient to excite the

channel at the end of the reaction. So the
probability of populating that channel is
zero.  Nonetheless, during the collision in
the forbidden region, the state is virtually
excite and the total fusion probability
increases



Example:

Two-channel case

Gaussian barriers
and couplings

V0=10 MeV

E= V0/2=5 MeV

Q=-11 MeV
(so that excited
state is
kinematikally
closed)

Ψ in entrance channel
(real and imaginary parts)

Ψ in excited channel
(real and imaginary parts)



coupled

uncoupled

Effect of coupling to the closed channel



Channel coupling is often visualized resorting to the
“experimental” barrier distribution defined as

D(E) = d2(Eσ)/dE2



Barrier distribution
used as a stringent test
of theoretical model:

not an easy task

40Ca + 124Sn: LNL data

BP

inelasticinel+transfer



Question on the concept of barrier
distribution

Very usuful in schematic models to
get a simple picture, but not obvious its
meaning in real experiment

Is not better to compare directly the
cross sections?



A popular dream: accepting the idea that the problem 
should be treated in a multichannel approach, let us try 
to account for the channel coupling via a polarization 
potential and then let the process be described in terms 
of a simple tunnelling through this single potential.

The polarization potential is determined fitting the
elastic scattering.

This appealing idea suffers from a fatal problem:  the
optical potential can only be safely determined in the 
outer region (and depends on the values of the channel 
couplings outside the barrier), while the fusion process
is dominated by the coupling just AT the barrier


